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HARMING THE SOUL?
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Words: Tanya Curtis (behaviour specialist and counsellor)

OUR AUSTRALIAN CULTURE IS VERY MUCH SPORTS-ORIENTATED. IT’S A
CULTURE THAT CAN START FROM THE DAY A BABY IS BORN AND IS OFTEN
CARRIED THROUGHOUT THEIR LIFE. BUT HOW FAR IS TOO FAR WHEN IT
COMES TO PROMOTING A SPORTS-ORIENTATED CULTURE WITHIN YOUR
HOME?

The culture of sport may begin when a baby is given a fluffy football, a
tutu or a team-related item of clothing. From an early age, parents are
attending sign-up days for soccer, tee-ball, netball, football etc while
attending training sessions on weekdays and weekends. It’s easy to see
how sport can soon become a part of our every day.
We are often told how healthy sport is for our kids yet, as a behaviour
specialist, I see the tears, meltdowns, tantrums, conflict etc that appear
to stem from sports. Society encourages in every way for us to enroll our
kids in sport – so why the tears, tantrums and anxiety? We need to ask
the question: Is sport healing or harming their soul?
Sport comes with physical activity that, without a doubt, can have some
benefits to support the physical body. But sport also comes with so much
more than the physical exercise – sport also presents many life lessons.
Life in general is filled with many life-lessons. Sometimes we feel like
we have the skills to respond to the lessons presented and other times
these lessons feel challenging, overwhelming and are often the triggers to
unwanted behaviours.
So, yes, sport has many enjoyable aspects but sport also presents many
challenges, lessons and opportunities to learn. Some life lessons that
sports participators are going to be presented with – all potential triggers
to unwanted behaviours – are areas where skills may require teaching in
children. For example, sports players may require the skills to respond to:

• Making mistakes
• People yelling lots of instructions
• People cheating
• People just yelling
• Not knowing how to do something
• Rough play for a naturally tender body
• Feeling hurt, yet being told to “toughen up”
• Seeing other people hurt and expressing sadness, anger and frustration
• Expectations that while your child plays sport, they might actually prefer
music, art, drama or another activity.
However, one of the biggest challenges around sport is the separation
between people that sport creates. Innately every person in the world is
equal. However, every game can lead to subscription that we are ‘better if
we win’ and ‘lesser if we lose’.
Sport provides opportunities to learn required skills to understand and
participate in life, but it must be understood that these skills need to be
taught to kids and not expected. Thus sports is so much more then the
physical activity. Rather, potentially, it is another classroom filled with
many learning opportunities.

• People saying they are better than your child

When sport is about building friendships, teamwork, supporting other
people, appreciating all people’s strengths and weaknesses, respecting
and caring for the physical body and embracing all people as an equal
no matter the performance outcome, then participating in sport may be
supportive. Anything else will be harming and will contribute to anxiety,
unwanted behaviours and feelings of low self-worth. This is a recipe for
long-term damage to a person’s overall wellbeing. Make sure you choose
your approach to sport wisely.

• Your child feeling like they’re not as good as others
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• Competition and competitiveness from other players, parents and
coaches
• Losing a game
• Winning a game
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Upcoming workshops run at Fabic
1. Teaching Social Skills to Others
2. Perfectionism - Does it Aﬀect Us All

Multi-Disciplinary Centre

3. Parenting workshop - Raising Responsible People

Psychology ~ Behaviour Specialist Services ~
Speech Pathology ~ Occupational Therapy ~ Counselling

5. Autism Spectrum Disorder - Reducing Anxiety & Unwanted Behaviour

BRISBANE ~ GOLD COAST

4. Advanced Changing Behaviour
6. Communicating Eﬀectively in the Workplace
Please visit our website for further information.
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